Freedom of Religion
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Our Advocating Freedom of Religion program has reached almost all of Cuba with religious freedom advocacy activities. During the last two years, 11 provinces of Cuba were reached by 51 activism carried out by our Cuban Church partners. Cubans have shown films such as The Passion of Christ, and Chronicles of Narnia, and held community meetings, and training’s for hundreds of people.

More than 4,000 Cubans have participated in film showings and outdoor Christian concerts. Youth have come together to celebrate their faith and use these events as a tool for bringing many to Christ.

Using funds from the ministry, a religious blog was also created to bring international attention to the restrictions on religious freedom being faced by Cubans in the island. Blog writers hold discussion groups at private homes and disseminated copies of their articles to church members to educate, pray and dream of a future with full freedom of religion.

"Thank you for showing your love through your action, because of you, we are able to offer thousands of lost hurting people in Cuba something they desperately need... Jesus."